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Become the new king of the stunt! Choose your car and heat up the asphalt! Explodes the point counter by performing
spectacular stunts and drift!

My Stunt Life is a stunt game with a large map that is completely accessible with a large number of different ramps.
Special jumps are on the map and you will have to perform your best stunts to achieve this.

Be careful to not damage the bodywork too much when landing !

Features:

■ 10 different vehicles!
■ AI Cars!

■ A large fully accessible map!
■ A multitude of stunt ramps!

■ Stunt "Easter Egg"
■ Collision physics system

■ Transmission system and speedometer in km/h of the car!
■ Modifiable driving options!

■ Good music!
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Title: My Stunt Life
Genre: Casual, Indie, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 150 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Fast 'n furious car chase, better with friends!. Honestly... This is horrible, don't bother wasting your money. I wish I could get
my money back... This isn't even a good sort of simulator.... The gamelay is to much anoying.. prety helpful for prototypes and
game jams, speeds up the process of creating basic tilemaps a great deal and is very useful to quickly implement ideas / iterate

good customization, good features, and a solid workspace.
can be a little buggy at times, but overall, it's still very useful.. My review of "Dark Quest 2."

https://youtu.be/YbMQHSWmW3g. Yay just bought this game and I cant even get pass the start button -.-

UPDATE 3/1/2015: So went to look at it again for the first time in ages and was shocked to see an update! With this update I
can now actually start a game, however with that said there is still not much to do. You can build things and do press confrences.
But, most of the buildings can not be used yet, sadly, and when you talk to the press be carful because once you select what you
want to say you can't change it.

I hope this is the start of a full game but for now I would say wait do not buy. At this rate I would say check in in a year or two?.
Good game. New twist on the bridge building genre.. I've never played the Rome Total War series. Most war strategy games I
play have some form of base building, so the only game I can think of to compare The Kings Crusade to is the Myth series of
games released way back when.

The Kings Crusade is a blast to play. It looks good, and sounds good even without a heavy coat of polish a higher budget games
receives. You get to use the terrain to your advantage, are forced to make quick decisions even with the capability of
pausingbefore and during battle to get your bearings. Units that survive can be upgraded RPG style, new units are being
introduced and there little side qests and diversions to mix things up that reward the player with goodies and perks.

There is even a faction system you must balance to try and get the best from all worlds, and this faction system really captures
the historical context of the era and the main reason the subsequent crusades were not ultimately successful: Christandom was
not united in its quest.

Remember to save your game after each hour of play or else you will lost it to a windows run time error. There are bugs here
with no fixes, but there are work arounds. If you have been playing for over an hour and the game hasn't crashed, SAVE!
Luckily the missions don't take longer than hour, at least not so far.
. I will always be a fan of Michaela Laws' Visual Novels.
This particular VN was very heartfelt and I had a lot of fun getting the different endings.
The characters were nicely portrayed and the art was pretty and made me feel good. Please never stop making such cute novels,
they give me life.
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This quick fun lil' game made fun of both bronies and disgusting weeaboos. That's a 10/10 in my book.. Love the idea of this
game since it reminds me of DoomRL, one of my favorite roguelikes. Could this be its better-looking cousin?

Unfortunately my initial impression wasn't very good:
- I find controls awkward. Initially I thought you could move with the arrow keys and shoot with the mouse, but you have to use
either one or the other.
- When playing with keyboard you have to change your facing before moving in that direction. This has no gameplay purpose
since turning on yourself is doesn't cout as a turn. This makes moving around artificially slow, I'd much prefer "twin-stick" style
controls, think Binding of Isaac. It could work very well on a gamepad, on keyboard (two sets of directional keys, one to move
one to shoot, or with the keyboard to move and the mouse to shoot,
- Using the mouse is error-prone because clicking an enemy will shoot at it (if you have line of sight) or run towards it and your
doom if you don't. Basically if you're a fast player like me or misinterpret the visual cues you're in big trouble. Clicking an
enemy you can't shoot should do nothing.
- Keyboard keys are rebindable - good - but the keyboard controls occasionally interprets me pressing the key once as two
moves - very bad. WASD doesn't work by default and you can't use Enter to choose things in the main menu which gives the
initial impression that keyboard doesn't fully work (two bindings for each commands would be nice).
- You can't wait a turn to wait for enemies to move (a staple of turn-based roguelikes), so you're occasionally forced to move
into enemy line of fire, which I really hate.
- Initial 2-3 levels have very little challenge, I was getting seriously bored.
- So far level design is completely linear with only one path to traverse the whole level, which means that if an explosion leaves
some permanent toxic stuff on the floor you can be forced to walk through it, no alternate path for you.
- Drop rate from crates is low but they occasionally give very good loot so you feel forced to burst them all. You spend a lot of
ammo that way; there's a crowbar but it has limited uses and switching to the crowbar everytime to clean up a room is tedious. I
think you should just be able to melee the crates for free.
- You have to use all consumables from the inventory screen, being able assign a few into quickslots with their own keys
would've made the gameplay more fluid.
- Cheap deaths (in a permadeath game!): some enemies don't follow the same rules as you and can fire at you directly and
through obstacles while you have to shoot in straight lines. Also, when you open doors enemies can sometimes get a first shot at
you. In both cases if you're low on health you're doomed to die without being able to do anything about it, a big design sin for a
roguelike.
- Explosions graphics are cool but they don't accurately convey the squares that were affected, and for explosive enemies you
can't quite see if you were damaged by the explosion.
- Enemies seem to vary in health (your damage with weapons is constant) which makes the tactical game of positioning with the
enemies unreliable, i.e. you can't plan out how much damage you'll receive by tackling a specific enemy. I think enemies should
have fixed health (but you can have different colored ones for variations of the same enemy).

Still there are some things I liked:
- Thank gods, it avoided the balance-breaking mistake of having power/health upgrades that stick between runs
- Nice pixel art, very well animated with nice explosions
- Explosive barrels (muhahahaha!!!) and destructible walls
- Only three weapons (so far at least) but they each have their purpose, and you have to carefully choose which one to use, and
conserve your ammo.
- You can select weapons with number keys.
- Getting weapon upgrades doesn't happen too often but is very satisfying because you can really feel the difference visually and
in terms of damage. Other upgrades (inventory, skills) are even rarer but I think it's well-dosed.
- Secret rooms
- Some explosions don't expand in a single turn, so you can run away from them, pretty cool
- Some interesting inventory items, mostly consumables but some with permanent effect
- Traps can be used against enemies

Overall some good elements, but some very annoying flaws and some bad design points. I didn't find the overall gameplay as
exciting as in DoomRL, in particular due to a lack of early challenge and controls I dislike. I'm on the edge on whether I should
recommend it or not, but I'm going with negative since I won't be coming back to it. Let's see what can of improvements can be
brought to the game during early access.... The introduction of the Kill-a-rilla make this game especially relevant for our
time.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥out for Harambe.. since my childhood (more then 10 years) still playing this sometimes. now, i finally bought
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its too deep game. if u like discover games by yourself, dont read the spoilers.

basicaly the game about trading in north europe. u are a simple trader in port towns and u are trying to became famous person. u
can be lord mayor u can be pirate u can discover americas! and u can discover mediterranean trade towns, to sell european
products or buy cheap eastern products and trade with europe. many things happens in this progress that suprises you and thats
the soul of game.

>> Highly recommend. and thanks for my childhood :). This game is like cutting myself with a knife full of lemon juice.

0/10 will play again.. I got this game hoping it was as easy to play as the trailers showed, but even if i took the same line as in the
trailer, I got stuck and had to winch out, then got a penalty for no reason. The game also crashed when I had another tab open..
This game has been one of the most interesting hidden object games I've played. There is definitely a level of quality you get
with this one that you don't get with the other hidden object games on steam. that being said the game plays almost exactly like
the rest. so if you love hidden object games like myself, you'll like this one.
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